Abstract. We present an O(n 3 log log n/ log 2 n) time algorithm for all pairs shortest paths. This algorithm improves on the best previous result of O(n 3 (log log n) 3 / log 2 n) time.
Introduction
Given an input directed graph G = (V, E), the all pairs shortest path problem (APSP) is to compute the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices of G assuming that edge costs are real values. The APSP problem is a fundamental problem in computer science and has received considerable attention. Early algorithms such as Floyd's algorithm [2, 5] computes all pairs shortest paths in O(n 3 ) time,
where n is the number of vertices of the graph. Improved results show that all pairs shortest paths can be computed in O(mn + n 2 log n) time [8] , where m is the number of edges of the graph. Pettie showed [13] an algorithm with time complexity O(mn + n 2 log log n). See [14] for recent development. There are also results for all pairs shortest paths for graphs with integer weights [9, 15, 16, [19] [20] [21] . Fredman gave the first subcubic algorithm [7] for all pairs shortest paths. His algorithm runs in O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 1/3 ) time. Fredman's algorithm can also run in O(n 2.5 ) time nonuniformly. Later, Takaoka improved the upper bound for all pairs shortest paths to O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 1/2 ) [17] . Dobosiewicz [6] gave an upper bound of O(n 3 /(log n) 1/2 ) with extended operations such as normalization capability of floating point numbers in O(1) time. Earlier, Han obtained an algorithm with time complexity O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 5/7 ) [11] . Later, Takaoka obtained an algorithm with time O(n 3 log log n/ log n) [18] and Zwick gave an algorithm with time O(n 3 √ log log n/ log n) [22] . Chan gave an algorithm with time complexity of O(n 3 / log n) [4] . Chan's algorithm does not use tabulation and bit-wise parallelism. His algorithm also runs on a pointer machine.
What subsequently happened was very interesting. Takaoka thought that O(n 3 / log n) could be the ultimate goal and raised the question [18] whether O(n 3 / log n) can be achieved. Chan first achieved O(n 3 / log n) time and also thought that O(n 3 / log n) is a natural bound [4] . However, Han showed an algorithm with O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 5/4 ) time [10] . Because Han exhausted Takaoka's technique [17] in [10] Han thought that this result would be difficult to further improve on (see [10] for Han's reasoning). However, Chan came up with an algorithm with time complexity O(n 3 (log log n) 3 / log 2 n) [3] . Chan [3] believed that O(n 3 / log 2 n) was probably the final chapter. Our experience indicates that Chan may be correct. Here, we present an algorithm with time complexity O(n 3 log log n/ log 2 n). Thus, we further remove a factor of (log log n) 2 from the time complexity of the best previous result from Chan.
We would like to point out the previous results which influenced the formation of our ideas presented in this paper. They are: Floyd's algorithm [2] , Fredman's algorithm [7] , Takaoka's algorithm [17] , Han's algorithm [10] , Chan's algorithm [3] .
Preparation
Since it is well known that the all pairs shortest paths computation has the same time as computing the distance product of two matrices [1] (C = AB), we will concentrate on the computation of distance product.
We divide the first n×n matrix A into t 1 submatrices A 0 , A 1 , , A t1−1 each having dimension n×n/t 1 , where t 1 = n 1−∆1 and ∆ 1 is a constant to be determined later. We divide the second n × n matrix B into t 1 submatrices B 0 , B 1 , ..., B t1−1 each having dimension n/t 1 × n. Therefore, C = AB = A 0 B 0 + A 1 B 1 + ... + A t1−1 B t1−1 , where * is addition and + is the minimum operation. In the following, we consider the computation of the distance product of an n × n/t 1 matrix E with an n/t 1 × n matrix F . The reason we need to do the division for this level will be understood later in this paper.
We then divide the n × n/t 1 matrix E into t 2 = (n/t 1 )/(∆ 2 log n/ log log n)
where ∆ 2 is a constant to be determined later. Similarly we divide the n/t 1 × n matrix F into t 2 submatrices each having dimension (∆ 2 log n/ log log n) × n.
In the following, we will first consider the computation of E 0 F 0 and then the computation of EF (or A 0 B 0 ). Thereafter, it is straightforward to see that it takes O(n 2 t 1 ) time to get the all-pairs shortest path of the input graph.
Let E 0 = (e ij ) and F 0 = (f ij ). We will first, for each 0 ≤ i, j < ∆ 2 log n/ log log n,
We then give
[ln/ log 9 n, (l + 1)n/ log 9 n). l f (i, j, k) uses 9 log log n bits. For each e kj − e ki , we will give it label l e (k, i, j) = l if f ik1 − f jk1 ≤ e kj − e ki < f ik2 − f jk2 , where f ik1 −f jk1 has rank (not label) ln/ log 9 n and f ik2 −f jk2 has rank (l +1)n/ log 9 n. l e (k, i, j) also uses 9 log log n bits.
According to Fredman [7] and Takaoka [17] , if the labels of e k1j − e k1i and f ik2 − f jk2 are different, then we can determine either e k1i + f ik2 < e k1j + f jk2 or e k1i + f ik2 > e k1j + f jk2 . Say e k1j − e k1i has label l e and f ik2 − f jk2 has label
and therefore e k1j + f jk2 < e k1i + f ik2 (e k1j + f jk2 > e k1i + f ik2 ). Note that when their labels are the same, we cannot determine this. However, for fixed i and j, only a fraction (i.e. 1/ log 9 n) of the total number of (
are undetermined for each e k1j − e k1i for a fixed i, j, k 1 . This is because for each e k1j − e k1i , its label l e (k 1 , i, j) is fixed and only n/ log 9 n of f ik2 − f jk2 's, 0 ≤ k 2 < n, can have the same value l f (i, j, k 2 ) that is equal to l e (k 1 , i, j).
Note that these n comparisons of l f (i, j, k 2 ), 0 ≤ k 2 < n, with l e (k 1 , i, j) for fixed k 1 , i, j are included in the n 3 comparisons in the straightforward distance matrix multiplication.
The above observation then generalizes to all comparisons of l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ), 0 ≤ k 1 , k 2 < n, for fixed i, j, and 1/ log 9 n of these pairs are undetermined. Then we further generalize it to all comparisons of l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ), 0 ≤ i, j < ∆ 2 log n/ log log n and i = j, 0 ≤ k 1 , k 2 < n and 1/ log 9 n of these pairs are undetermined. Note here we follow Fredman's algorithm [7] and compare every pair of distinct indices i and j. Thus, the total number of comparisons for multiplying E 0 and F 0 is O(n 2 (∆ 2 log n/ log log n) 2 ) instead of the straightforward distance matrix multiplication approach that has only n 2 ∆ 2 log n/ log log n comparisons.
In case of indeterminacy for two indices i, j, we will pick i over j (to include i in the computation) when i < j and leave the j-th position (or index) to be computed separately. This separated computation can be done in brute force, and it takes O(n 3 / log 8 n) time for the whole computation, i.e. the computation of AB. The actual running time of this separate computation is as follows: There are w = O(n 3 log n/ log log n) pairs of l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ). Here k 1 and k 2 each take value in [0..n − 1] and thus have a factor of x = n 2 . For each fixed pair of k 1 (a row in A) and k 2 (a column in B) there are y = n log log n/(∆ 2 log n)
pairs of E i and F i (0 ≤ i < y) that contain the element in the k 1 -th row of A and k 2 -th column of B. Now first fixed k 1 , k 2 and then fix a pair of E i and F i picked for k 1 and k 2 , there are z = O((∆ 2 log n/ log log n) 2 ) pairs of l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ). The distance multiplication of a row in E 0 with a column in F 0 is done by comparing every pair of distinct indices following Fredman's algorithm [7] and there are z pairs of them. This means w = xyz = O(n 3 log n/ log log n).
Because 1/ log 9 n of these pairs are in a separate computation, the computation
In the following, we use several precomputed tables. Each precomputed table has size of n c for a constant 0 < c < 1 and we can enforce this constant c to be as small as we wish. Thus, the precomputation of such a table takes O(n) time because the computation takes a polynomial of n c time.
3 Compute an O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 2 ) Word Representation of the Shortest Paths
In this section, we discuss how to compute a representation of all shortest paths using O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 2 ) computer words each having log n bits. These computer words tell us the indices of the shortest paths. We first do a pairwise comparison between the indices for a fixed row of E 0 and a fixed column of F 0 . For each index, if it wins over all other indices we will give it 1, and if it loses to any other index we will give it 0. Although this can be done without doing pairwise comparisons between different indices, we do it because of the nature of our algorithm. This follows from the nature of Fredman's algorithm [7] . This gives ∆ 2 log n/ log log n bits because there is one bit for each index. Note that among these ∆ 2 log n/ log log n bits there is only one 1 and the other bits are 0's. For computing AB, we generated n 3 bits.
Among these bits, n 3 /(∆ 2 log n/ log log n) bits are 1's and the other bits are 0's.
Then, we find ways to pack O(log n/ log log n) 1's into a word and this will give O(n 3 /(log n/ log log n) 2 ) words. The problem is that during this computation and packing how could we avoid the n 3 bits of 0's and 1's before packing being spread to Ω(n 3 /(log n/ log log n) 2 ) words for if this is to happen the time complexity will become Ω(n 3 /(log n/ log log n) 2 ). As will be seen in this section we successfully avoid this problem and pack the 1's to O(n 3 /(log n/ log log n) 2 )
words. As will be seen, we will pack L = (∆ 2 log n/ log log n)( log n/ log log n) bits of 0's and 1's, for a small constant , into one word. These L bits are the result of comparing a fixed index i with ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1 indices and get a bit 1 if index i wins over all these ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1 indices and get a bit 0 if index i loses to any one of these ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1 indices, for one row of E 0 and L columns of F 0 .
For the ∆2 log n/ log log n 2
comparisons l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ), for fixed k 1 , k 2 and 0 ≤ i, j < ∆ 2 log n/ log log n and i = j, that we are going to do, we partition them into ∆ 2 log n/ log log n groups. The i-th group is the comparisons of l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ), 0 ≤ j < ∆ 2 log n/ log log n and j = i.
For fixed k 1 and i, we pack l e (k 1 , i, j), j = 0, 1, ..., ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1 and j = i, into one word and call it l e (k, i). This can be done when ∆ 2 < 1/9
because each l e (k 1 , i, j) takes only 9 log log n bits. Also for fixed i and k 2 we pack l f (i, j, k 2 ), j = 0, 1, ..., ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1 and j = i, into one word and call it l f (i, k 2 ). By comparing l e (k 1 , i) and l f (i, k 2 ) we are in fact making ∆ 2 log n/ log log n−1 comparisons of index i with indices j = 0, 1, ..., ∆ 2 log n/ log log n− 1 and j = i. If index i should be chosen over all the other ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1 indices we will let the result of comparing l e (k 1 , i) and l f (i, k 2 ) to be 1, otherwise we will let it be 0. Therefore 1 means that index i wins and 0 says that index i loses.
The comparison of l e (k 1 , i) and l f (i, k 2 ) can be done in constant time by
concatenating l e (k 1 , i) and l f (i, k 2 ) into one word of less than log n bits. Each
log n/ log log n and j = i and each of l e (k 1 , i, j) (l f (i, j, k 2 )) takes 9 log log n bits. Here we need that ∆ 2 < 1/18. We then index this word into a precomputed table T to get the result of either 0 or 1. Table T can be precomputed in O(n 18∆2 (log n/ log log n)) time for n 18∆2 is the size of the table and each table en- try can be computed in time O(log n/ log log n) by comparing ∆ 2 log n/ log log n pairs of l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ), j = 0, 1, ..., ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1. We can choose ∆ 2 < 1/19 so that the precomputation time for constructing T is O(n).
Consider all the comparisons of l e (k 1 , i) and l f (i, k 2 ), 0 ≤ i < ∆ 2 log n/ log log n, for fixed k 1 , k 2 . These comparisons produce ∆ 2 log n/ log log n bits and among them only one bit is 1 and the other bits are 0's. This creates the sparseness which we will utilize later.
Note that l e (k, i) has (∆ 2 log n/ log log n)·9 log log n = 9∆ 2 log n < (9/19) log n bits. l e (k, i), k = 1, 2, ..., n, can then be sorted into t 3 = 2 9∆2 log n = n 9∆2 blocks such that each block has the same l e (k, i) value.
We compare l e (k 1 , i) for fixed k 1 and i and each of l f (i, k 2 ), 1 ≤ k 2 ≤ n, and this produces n bits of 0's and 1's. We place these n bits into a 1 × n vector with the k 2 -th bit in the vector representing the result of comparing l e (k 1 , i) and
After sorting, all l e (k, i)'s (for fixed i and 0 ≤ k < n) in a block have the same value. Thus, we can use one such l e (k, i) as the representative for all these same valued l e (k, i)'s in the same block. Because there are n 9∆2 blocks we have
vector of binary bits as we stated above. For t 3 = n 9∆2 representatives we get
Now let i vary from 0 to ∆ 2 log n/ log log n − 1 and for each value of i we get t 3 1 × n vectors, thus for all values of i we get ∆ 2 (log n/ log log n)t 3 vectors.
These vectors can be computed in O(∆ 2 (log n/ log log n)t 3 n) time (one step gets one bit by the above table lookup computation).
On average, for each n bit vector v, there are only n/(∆ 2 log n/ log log n) bits that are 1's and the remaining bits are 0's due to our previous sparseness claim.
We take an above computed vector v and first divide it into n/L small vectors, where L = (∆ 2 log n/ log log n)( log n/ log log n), each small vectors has dimension 1 × L, and is a constant to be determined later. On the average, each small vector has log n/ log log n bits which are 1's. If a small vector v has between (t − 1) log n/ log log n and t log n/ log log n bits of 1's, we will make a set V of t small vectors each having L bits and containing a subset of no more than log n/ log log n 1's from v (among these t created small vectors t − 1 of them each having log n/ log log n bits of 1's the last small vector has the remaining 1's). In doing so we at most double the number of small vectors because we can say that each small vector having log n/ log log n 1's is a filled small vector and each small vector having less than log n/ log log n 1's is an unfilled small vector. The t 4 = ((∆ 2 (log n/ log log n)t 3 ) · n/L (the number of vectors times the number of small vectors in each vector) small vectors convert to at most t 4 filled small vectors (because there are at most t 4 log n/ log log n bits total that are 1's in all vectors or in all small vectors) and another (at most) t 4 unfilled small vectors (because each original small vector produces at most one unfilled small vector).
The multiplication of each row of E 0 with all columns of F 0 results in ∆ 2 log n/ log log n vectors (Note here k 1 is fixed and we are not dealing with blocks of l e (k, i)'s. Each l e (k 1 , i) for fixed k 1 and i and all l f (i, k)'s, 0 ≤ k < n, result in one vector) having a total of n∆ 2 log n/ log log n bits with only n bits of 1's because of sparseness, they will result in ∆ 2 log n/ log log n vectors and 2n(∆ 2 log n/ log log n)/L = 2n/( log n/ log log n) small vectors, where factor 2 is due to the reasoning of (at most) doubling of small vectors we explained before.
For fixed i (a row of F 0 ) (and therefore l f (i, k 2 ), 0 ≤ k 2 < n) and fixed value of l e (k, i)'s (here fixed i) (a block obtained after sorting) we formed 2n/L small vectors each having L bits with no more than log n/ log log n bits are 1's.
Therefore each small vector can be represented by a word (with no more than log n bits) when is small. This is so because log n/ log log n t=0 L t < n 4 < n when we take < 1/4. We first form these 2n/L words for each vector (on the average) and then duplicate these words for all rows in the block (all the same valued l e (k, i)'s in the same block) because all rows in the same block has the same l e (k, i) value. The reason we do this duplicating is to save time because small vectors with the same value need not to be computed into words
repeatedly. This duplicating is the key for us to avoid the spreading of bits into Ω(n 3 /(log n/ log log n) 2 ) words.
Thus for the multiplication of E 0 F 0 we obtained 2n 2 /( log n/ log log n) words because each row of E 0 compared with all columns of F 0 produced abc = 2n/( log n/ log log n) words, where a = 2 is the doubling factor, b = n/L is the number of columns in F 0 divided by the number of bits in a small vector (i.e.
the number of small vectors produced from each vector), c = ∆ 2 log n/ log log n is the number of columns in E 0 which is also the number of rows in F 0 . And
and e = 2n 2 /( log n/ log log n) is the number of words produced for E 0 F 0 . And therefore for the multiplication of AB we have obtained
words, where f = t 1 = n 1−∆1 is the number of A i 's in A or the number of B i 's in B and g = de = 2n 2+∆1 /L is the number of words produced for each A i B i , and computation thus far takes O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 2 ) time.
Combining Words
These O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 2 ) words contain more than O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 2 )
indices because multiple indices are coded into one word (there are n 3 /(∆ 2 log n/ log log n)
indices encoded into these words because the information known to us so far is that there is one index remaining for each
Thus we will combine these words to cut the number of words and the number of indices. If we reduce the number of words by a factor of log n then there will be only O(n 3 (log log n) 2 / log 3 n) words and O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 2 ) indices remaining and we can therefore decode these remaining words to get these indices out and compare them straightforwardly.
Note that because of the way we create small vectors from vectors and we code each small vector into a word, a word contains no more than log n/ log log n indices (1's) for log n/ log log n columns of B. These indices in a word are for different columns of B and no two of them are for the same column of B. This is because a vector of n bits corresponding to n columns of B with one bit in the vector corresponding to one column of B. Note each bit in a word (and in a vector) indicates whether a particular index i wins (1 indicates win and 0 indicates lose) among ∆ 2 log n/ log log n indices. An i index in a column of F 0 could win and another i index in a different column of F 0 could lose. This i is the same for all bits in the word and the vector.
We will combine two words into one word at a time. Each word corresponds to L bits (in which there are at most log n/ log log n 1's) and therefore corresponds to L columns of B. We need to ensure the following properties.
First property: we need to combine two words corresponding to the same columns of B (of course these words should be for the l e (k, i)'s with fixed k and varying i's) because words corresponding to different columns of B cannot be combined.
Second property: we need to combine two words that have the same pattern.
That is to say if word w 1 represents 01001 then we need to combine it with another word w 2 that also represents 01001. In this way the index for the first 1 in w 1 is compared with the index for the first 1 in w 2 and these two 1's represent different indices for the same column of B (and one row of A). At the same time the index for the second 1 in w 1 is compared with the index of the second 1 in w 2 because they are for the same column of B. If we were to combine 01001 with 10010 there would be problems because theoretically we can have 11011 as the combined result but then the number of 1's in a word will increase and that will destroy our encoding restriction that no more than log n/ log log n 1's are encoded in a word. If we break this encoding restriction then we cannot encode L bits in a word. Thus we cannot combine 01001 with 10010. To deal with the problem of bringing the same patterned words together we look at all words for the comparison of l e (k 1 , i) and l f (i, k 2 ) for fixed k 1 , and k 2 ∈ [tL, (t + 1)L) for a fixed t (this ensures the first property) and i ∈ [t n ∆1 , (t + 1)n ∆1 ) for a fixed t and thus they belong to A t and B t . There are n ∆1 words of them. If we choose to be much smaller than ∆ 1 (although both are constants) we can ensure that on the average many of these n ∆1 words have the same pattern and thus we will not be in a situation where we cannot find two words of the same pattern to be combined. This is because each word has log n/ log log n t=0
values, and here we need n 4 < n ∆1 . Thus we may take < ∆ 1 /4.
Third property: because the way we ensure the second property holds by using n ∆1 words, these words represent n ∆1 different indices (columns of A 0 and rows of B 0 ) and thus our previously used labels l e (k, i, j), l f (i, j, k), l e (k, i), l f (i, k) cannot be directly used because they are for indices across E 0 and F 0 (∆ 2 log n/ log log n indices). Thus we need to revise our labeling scheme.
Throughout this section we focus on the computation of
. That is we fix one row of A 0 and L columns of B 0 . This pre-fixing is due to first and the third properies.
To combine words we need to consider only the words formed by
(ensuring the first property) (there are ∆ 2 log n/ log log n resulting words out of this multi-
..., n ∆1 /(∆ 2 log n/ log log n) − 1 (help ensuring second property). Thus there are n ∆1 words produced for min
. We need to reduce them to n ∆1 / log n words in O(n ∆1 ) time and thereafter we can simply disassemble indices out of packed words and finish the remaining computation straightforwardly. This means that we condensed n ∆1 ( log n/ log log n) indices (each word contains on the average log n/ log log n winning indices) into n ∆1 / log n words.
Because each word w contains a set S w of no more than log n/ log log n columns (these columns have 1's and the other columns have 0's) in F i there are log n/ log log n l=1 L l ≤ n 4 choices (that many different words to separate apart to ensure second property of grouping same valued words together), where c is a constant. When < ∆ 1 /4 there are many words among the n ∆1 words having the same S w sets (same pattern, second and third properties). This is the fact we can take advantage of. In the following we will refer two of these words with the same S w sets (same pattern) as w 1 and w 2 , i.e., the two small vectors represented by w 1 and w 2 are the same (equal or identical).
The scheme for combining words is a little complicated as we follow the third property. The complication of our algorithm comes from the fact that indices are encoded in O(n 3 (log log n/ log n) 2 ) words in Section 3. To deal with this encoding we have to design an algorithm that utilizes the special characteristics of the encoding.
We use a different labeling (should say ranking) scheme for the matrix B 0 = (b ij ) and A 0 = (a ij ) (here we temporarily consider A 0 and B 0 instead of a row of A 0 and L columns of B 0 ). We will, for each 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n ∆1 − 1 and i = j, sort all b ik − b jk together with all a kj − a ki , k = 1, 2, ..., n. For A and B the total time for sorting is O(n 2+∆1 log n) because the time for each pair of A i and B i is O(n 1+2∆1 log n) (A i (B i ) has dimension n × n ∆1 (n ∆1 × n) and every pair of cloumns (rows) of A i (B i ) needs to be sorted) and there are n 1−∆1 pairs of A i and B i . This gives the rank of b ik − b jk (a kj − a ki ) which we denote by r b0 (i, j, k) (r a0 (k, i, j)). These ranks take value from 0 to 2n−1 and have log n+1
bits. There are O(n 2∆1 ) choices of i, j pairs and for each of these choices (each pair of i and j, here about rows of B 0 and columns of A 0 ) and for each set U t = {tL + 1, tL + 2, ..., (t + 1)L}, t = 0, 1, ..., n/L − 1 (values of k are taken from U t ), choose any subset of U t containing no more than log n/ log log n elements (corresponds to 1's, here about columns of B 1 ) and there are no more than log n/ log log n l=1 L l < n 4 choices for a fixed t. Thus there are a total of n 2∆1+4 choices for all pairs of i and j for fixed t (There are O(n 2∆1 ) choices of pairs of i and j. The reason we do not use the big-O notation for n 2∆1+4 is that we can adjust .).
After fixing a choice in this previous paragraph we are looking at (a) a fixed choice of the pair i, j (there are O(n 2∆1 ) choices), (b) a fixed choice (referred to as d) of the subset of U t (there are n 4 choices) and (c) no more than log n/ log log n ranks (r b0 (i, j, k)'s, where i and j are fixed and k takes values over elements in the subset (representing 1's and there are no more than log n/ log log n of them) of U t ). We want to use a WORD of no more than log n bits (call it WORD to distinguish it from the previous word we used) to contain this information so that we can index into a precomputed table to decide which indices between i's and j's win (there are many pairs of i and j indices for various columns (at most log n/ log log n columns) of B 0 [0..n ∆1 /(∆ 2 log log n) − 1, 0..L − 1] and for each pair either i wins or j wins).
Note that straightforward packing will not work because it will take O(log 2 n/ log log n) bits (thus cannot be stored in one WORD of log n bits) because a subset of U t has up to O(log n/ log log n) elements (corresponding to 1's) and each element corresponds to O(log n) bits of a r b0 (i, j, k). In the following we will show how to pack this information and store it into one WORD.
We first build a trie for the log n/ log log n ranks with each rank ranging from 0 to 2n − 1. An example of such a trie is shown in Fig. 1(a) . This trie is a binary tree with a node having two children when there are ranks with the most significant bits differ at the node's level (see Fig. 1(a) ). Next we build a packed trie by removing nodes v with only one child except the root. The edge connecting this removed node and its child is also removed. This is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Thus let v 1 , v 2 , ..., v t be such a chain with v i being v i+1 's parent, v 1 and v t having two children and v i , i = 1, t, having one child, and we will v 4 ) , ..., (v t−1 , v t ) are also removed. The edge originally connecting v 1 and v 2 are now made to connect v 1 and v t . We will record on edge (v 1 , v t ) with a weight indicating that t − 2 edges (bits) are removed (using log log n bits which is the logarithm of the height (log n + 1) of the trie). We also label edge (v 1 , v t ) using the label of (v 1 , v 2 ) in the original trie to indicate that if at node v 1 and the next bit following from node v 1 is the label of (v 1 , v 2 ) then we go to node v t in the packed trie. Note here that we do not store the information about how these deleted edges branch to and later it will be seen that these branching information from these deleted edges need not be stored in the WORD. Also at leaves, we store only the relative address of k (having value between 0 and L − 1) instead of the value of r b0 (i, j, k) (having value between 0 and 2n − 1). Note that when i and j are known then with the value of k we can find r b0 (i, j, k). Such a packed trie is shown in Fig. 1(c) .
The trie can be stored in a WORD W with c log n bits, where c is a constant less than 1. This is so because: the log n/ log log n relative addresses can be stored using ( log n/ log log n) log L bits and the packed trie has no more than 2 log n/ log log n nodes and edges and each edge has label with value from 1 to log log n (logarithm of the height of the trie). Thus the number of bits needed to store this information is (3 log n/ log log n) log log n)) and it can be stored in a WORD.
Note that r a0 (0, i, j) is to be compared with every leaf in the packed trie because different leaf represents different columns in B 0 and a row in A 0 is to be distance multiplied with every column of B 0 . Now with r a0 (0, i, j), we first follow this packed trie in WORD W and reach a leaf l of the packed trie (by starting at the root, repeatedly deleting corresponding bits which has been removed from the trie to form the packed trie and following the path in the packed trie). In Fig. 1(d) we show such situations. Here we will use l to represent both the leaf and the relative address of k mentioned earlier. From l we get the value of k and we can then compare r a0 (0, i, j) and r b0 (i, j, k) to find the most significant bit where r a0 (0, i, j) and r b0 (i, j, k) differ (this can be done by exclusive-oring the two values and then finding the most significant bit which is 1 by indexing into a precomputed table). Say this bit is the b-th most significant bit. By using the values of b, r a0 (0, i, j) and W (indexing into another precomputed table T 2 mentioned below) we can then figure out at which chain C of the original trie r a0 (0, i, j) "branches out". As in Fig. 1(d) , rank 100101 will reach leaf m with rank 100110. The most significant bit 100101 and 100110 differ is the fifth most For rank 101000 we reach leaf n (first 1 go from a to c, remove 1 bit that is 0, next 1 go from c to k, remove 2 bits that are 00, next 0 go from k to n).
For rank 111011 we reach leaf o.
For rank 110100 we reach leaf m.
For rank 100101 we reach leaf m.
For rank 011001 we branch at a.
(d). significant bit. At that bit 100101 branches out to the left because that bit is 0.
This says that leaf l has rank smaller 100101 and leaves m, n, o have rank larger than 100101 and this information can be found in the packed trie. Note that we do NOT need to know the value of C. We only need to know if a branch happens in C and whether it branches to the left or to the right (this information can be figured out with b, r a0 (0, i, j) and W . This branching condition determines which leaves in the trie have ranks smaller than r a0 (0, i, j) and which leaves in the trie have ranks not smaller than r a0 (0, i, j).
We can precompute a table T 1 and use the values of r a0 (0, i, j) and W to index into T 1 to get leaf l. (Note that r a0 (0, i, j) has log n + 1 bits but this can be reduced to c log n bits with c < 1 by using multiple tables replacing T 1 and taking care of a fraction of log n + 1 bits at a time because we are using these log n + 1 bits to search down the packed trie.). We precompute a table T 2 to be indexed by values of b, r a0 (0, i, j) and W to figure out r a0 (0, i, j) "branches out"
at which chain C of the original trie. T 2 [b, r a0 (0, i, j), W ] can be the columns where index i should be taken over index j.
We can store W as an array element in an array M as
Note that i, j, t, d were previously mentioned (i, j are the two comparing indices, t is for the choice of U t and d is the packing of the L bits with no more than log n/ log log n 1's into a word). M has no more than abc = n 2∆1+1+4 elements, where a < n 2∆1 are for the choices of i and j, b < n is for the choice of t and c = n 4 is for the choice of d. This is for B 0 . For all B i 's, 0 ≤ i < n 1−∆1 , we need to create n 1−∆1 tables (M 's) and they have a total of n 2+∆1+4 elements. By choosing small values of ∆ 1 and (say take ∆ 1 = 1/16 and < ∆ 1 /4 = 1/64) n 2+∆1+4 < n 3−e for a small constant e. Each
takes log c n time to compute for a constant c because it involves assembling r a0 (i, j, k)'s to form a packed trie, for the k's that correspond to 1's in d that is in U t . We need not to pack r a0 (k, i, j)'s because only one r a0 (k, i, j)
is considered at a time. Now for the above mentioned words w 1 and w 2 obtained in the Section 3 we can get t and d (both w 1 and w 2 are associated with the same t value because of the first property, w 1 and w 2 are associated with the same d value because of the second property) (as we mentioned above that we can sort words to bring w 1 and w 2 together with the setting much smaller than ∆ 1 (third property)
to guarantee the second property). We can also get i from w 1 and j from w 2 .
Thus we can get
and r a0 (0, i, j) to index into precomputed tables T 1 , T 2 to get rid of half of indices in both w 1 and w 2 (for every pair of indices from w 1 and w 2 gets rid one of them).
We then update w 1 and w 2 .
After one pass of combining two words into one word the average of the number of 1's in each word is halved and we then combine two words w 1 , w 3 into one word, where the t value for w 1 is 2a for some a and the t value for w 2 is 2a + 1 and the i value (index) is the same for w 1 and w 3 . Thus we reduced the number of words by half and the average number of 1's in each word is still log n/ log log n and now each word covers 2L columns of B 0 .
We now repeat the operation described so far in this section. We do log log n iterations of these operations to reduce the number of words to n 3 /(log 3 n/(log log n) 2 ).
Thereafter we disassemble the indices from packed words such that one word contains one index and the remaining computation can be carried out easily.
The precomputation of tables T 1 , T 2 is not difficult and its complexity cannot dominate the overall computation. The reason is because all these computations have polynomial complexity and we can reduce the table size to n c with c being an arbitrarily small constant.
The complexity of the algorithm as we described above is O(n 3 (log log n) 2 / log 2 n).
Removing Another Factor of log log n From Complexity
The main concept for achieving this reduction of complexity is to let E 0 (F 0 ) grow to c 1 log n columns (rows) for a small constant c 1 and thus we will have only a fractions of the n 3 bits (1/(c 1 log n) specifically) that will be 1's. Earlier we used O(log log n) bits for each label and in order to assemble c 1 log n labels into a word we need to have each label contain only a constant number of bits.
This seems impossible because there are O(log log n) bits for each label. In this section, we show how to accomplish this and ensure that, on average, a label has only a constant number of bits.
In our algorithm outlined in Sections 3 and 4 we partitioned the number of rows of E 0 and the number of columns of F 0 by a factor of O(log 9 n) at a time for each j, 0 ≤ j < ∆ 2 log n/ log log n, in l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ) for fixed i and 0 ≤ k 1 , k 2 < n. What we did essentially is that such partition is done for j = 0 resulting in columns (rows) of F 0 (E 0 ) be partitioned into O(log 9 n) parts. We then do j = 1, 2, ..., l, resulting in the columns (rows) of F 0 (E 0 ) be partitions into O(log 9l n) parts. And therefore l can at most go to O(log n/ log log n) where we used ∆ 2 log n/ log log n. Because each l f (k, i, j) uses O(log log n) bits we can pack O(log n/ log log n) l f (k, i, j)'s , j = 0, 1, ..., ∆ 2 log n/ log log n, into a word.
This O(log n/ log log n) levels of partitioning result in the loss of a factor of log log n in time complexity. If we partition the number of rows of E 0 and the number of columns of F 0 by a constant factor at a time our algorithm would have O(log n) levels of partitioning and thus can remove another factor of log log n Let E 0 = (e ij ) and F 0 = (f ij ). We will first, for each 0 ≤ i, j < c 1 log n, sort
l f (i, j, k) uses 1 bit. For each e kj − e ki we will give it label l e (k, i, j) = l if
and f ik2 − f jk2 has rank (l + 1)n/2. divisions we cannot determine. The area for the determined divisions is n 2 /2 and the area for the undetermined divisions is also n 2 /2. Now for the undetermined divisions we sort and label elements again and further partition. In this way when we partitioned to c 2 log n levels for a constant c 2 then the area of undetermined divisions is n 2 /n c2 . See Fig. 2 .
Built on top of the above partition we now do l e (k 1 , i, j +1) and l f (i, j +1, k 2 ).
This will further partition the divisions. Once the undetermined divisions area reaches n 2 /n c2 we stop partitioning. Thus the undetermined divisions obtained when we worked on l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ) are not further partitioned.
We can continue to work on l e (k 1 , i, j + 2) and l
and l f (i, j + 3, k 2 ), ..., l e (k 1 , i, j + c 1 log n) and l f (i, j + c 1 log n, k 2 ). Note the difference between here and the algorithm we gave before in the paper. Before we can only go to l e (k 1 , i, j + ∆ 2 log n/ log log n) and l f (i, j + ∆ 2 log n/ log log n, k 2 ) (i.e. combining about log n/ log log n columns (rows) of E 0 (F 0 )), now we can go to l e (k 1 , i, j + c 1 log n) and l f (i, j + c 1 log n, k 2 ) (i.e. combining about log n columns (rows) of E 0 (F 0 )) for a constant c 1 . This is the key for us to remove a factor of log log n in time complexity. The reason that we can go to level c 1 log n is that after going to level d the total area of the rectangles in Fig. 2 that can be further partitioned dominates and we will analyze this in next paragraph.
Note that we partition the n × n area in Fig. 2 . once by drawing a horizontal line and a vertical line. The vertical line partitions the x-dimension into two equal parts but the horizontal line needs not necessarily to partition the ydimension into two equal parts. After such partition we get 2 rectangles (the top right one and the bottom left one) with total area of n 2 /2 that are resolves (i.e. the winning index is known) and the other 2 rectangles (the top left one and the bottom right one) with total area of n 2 /2 that are undetermined. If we then draw a horizontal line and a vertical line in the undetermined rectangles we get 4 additional rectangles with total area of n 2 /4 that are resolved and 4 rectangles with total area of n 2 /4 remaining that are unresolved. If we do the partitioning step c 2 log n times for a 0 < c 2 < 1 then we get 2 c rectangles with total area n 2 /2 c (the average area is n 2 /4 c per rectangle) that are resolved, for c = 1, 2, ..., c 2 log n, and 2 c2 log n rectangles of total area n 2 /2 c2 log n (the average area is n 2 /4 c2 log n per rectangle) that are unresolved. This is the situation when we finish with l e (k 1 , i, j) and l f (i, j, k 2 ) for fixed i and j and 0 ≤ k 1 , k 2 < n. We use the notation N = ( c2 log n i1=1 2 i1 R(n 2 /4 i1 )) + 2 c2 log n I(n 2 /4 c2 log n ) to denote this fact, where R(n 2 /4 i1 ) indicates the average area per resolved rectangle and I(n 2 /4 c2 log n ) is the average area per undetermined rectangle.
We now do l e (k 1 , i, j+1) and l f (i, j+1, k 2 ). This further divides each rectangle obtained in the above paragraph. The formula for N becomes
Note that index i 1 now goes to c 2 log n − 1 instead of c 2 log n because index i 2 needs to divide at least once for every resolved rectangle remained after the dividing for i 1 for otherwise index i 2 is unresolved in the rectangle. Index i 2 needs to divide every resolved rectangle remained after the dividing of i 1 because we need to determine l e (k 1 , i, j + 1) and l f (i, j + 1, k 2 ) for each resolved rectangle.
If the above dividing goes up to l e (k 1 , i, j + c 1 log n) and l f (i, j + c 1 log n, k 2 ), where c 1 < c 2 , we have the formula N = c2 log n−c1 log n i1=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+1−i1 i2=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+2−i1−i2 i3=1
· · · · · · c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n i c 1 log n+1 =1 2 i1+i2+i3+···+i c 1 log n+1 R(n 2 /4 i1+i2+i3+···+i c 1 log n+1 ) + c2 log n−c1 log n i1=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+1−i1 i2=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+2−i1−i2 i3=1
· · · · · · c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n i c 1 log n+1 =c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n 2 i1+i2+i3+···+i c 1 log n+1 I(n 2 /4 i1+i2+i3+···+i c 1 log n+1 ) = c2 log n−c1 log n i1=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+1−i1 i2=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+2−i1−i2 i3=1 · · · · · · c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n i c 1 log n+1 =1 2 i1+i2+i3+···+i c 1 log n+1 R(n 2 /4 i1+i2+i3+···+i c 1 log n+1 ) + c2 log n−c1 log n i1=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+1−i1 i2=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+2−i1−i2 i3=1 · · · · · · c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n i c 1 log n+1 =c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n 2 c2 log n I(n 2 /4 c2 log n )
The quantity N = c2 log n−c1 log n i1=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+1−i1 i2=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+2−i1−i2 i3=1 · · · · · · c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n i c 1 log n+1 =c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n 2 c2 log n I(n 2 /4 c2 log n ) denotes the area for the unresolved rectangles and it can be estimated using integration as ( c2 log n−c1 log n i1=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+1−i1 i2=1 c2 log n−c1 log n+2−i1−i2 i3=1
· · · · · · c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n i c 1 log n+1 =c2 log n−i1−i2−···−i c 1 log n 1di c1 log n+1 di c1 log n · · · di 1 )·2 c2 log n I(n 2 /4 c2 log n ).
Replacing I(n 2 /4 c2 log n ) with n 2 /4 c2 log n this integration gives N < ((c 2 log n) c1 log n /(c 1 log n)!)n 2 /2 c2 log n ≤ ((c 2 e/c 1 ) c1 log n log n)n 2−c2 . Here e is the base of natural logarithm that comes from Stirling approximation and log n is the enlarged factor of √ c 1 log n coming from Stirling's approximation. Let c 2 = 1/4 and let c 1 = 1/32 then we get that N < ((c 2 e/c 1 ) c1 log n log n)n 2−c2 < n 15/8 . N is the unresolved area for E 0 [0..n − 1, 0..c 1 log n]F 0 [0..c 1 log n, 0..n].
Thus for AB the unresolved area (indeterminacy) is bounded by n 23/8 .
In each resolved partitioned division (rectangle) the winning index for the shortest paths is the same. The remaining computation basically follows the algorithm given before in the paper. First, for each row in E 0 and consecutive (c 1 log n)( log n/ log log n) columns (consecutive in matrix F 0 ) we use a word w 1 to indicate the log n/ log log n winning indices. Now compare words w i 's (obtained for the same row in E 0 and the same columns in F 0 ). If w i and w j are equal we then combine them into one word (removing half of the indices)
by table lookup. We keep doing this until we combined log n/ log log n words into one word. Thus now each word has log n/ log log n winning indices and they are combined from O(log 3 n/(log log n) 2 ) indices. Thus thereafter we can disassemble the indices from the word and the remaining computation shall take O(n 3 log log n/ log 2 n) time.
Theorem: All pairs shortest paths can be computed in O(n 3 log log n/ log 2 n) time.
As pointed by Chan that O(n 3 / log 2 n) may be the final chapter and we are log log n factor shy of this. We will leave this to future research.
